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Mozilla stops Firefox fullscreen VPN ads after
user outrage

Firefox users have been complaining about very intrusive full-screen advertisements promoting

Mozilla VPN displayed in the web browser when navigating an unrelated page. The ads popping

in Firefox disable the web browser's functionality, denying users access to the interface and

graying out everything in the background until they close them.

Some users reported on Reddit that the annoying full-screen ads even cause Firefox to become

unresponsive for up to 30 seconds, forcing them to terminate the browser's process. Besides

the disruptive nature of the advertisement, Firefox users showed their irritation at the

aggressive promoting method from a company that theoretically has great respect for user

choice and claims to value a people-�rst experience.

The advertisement boosts Mozilla VPN, a paid open-source VPN service that constitutes a

crucial revenue source for the not-for-pro�t company.

Read More
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More #News

Lazarus hackers target Windows IIS web servers for initial access

PyPI announces mandatory use of 2FA for all software publishers

CISA warns govt agencies of recently patched Barracuda zero-day

 

#Breach Log

QBot malware abuses Windows WordPad EXE to infect devices

Hot Pixels attack checks CPU temp, power changes to steal data

US govt contractor ABB con�rms ransomware attack, data theft

 

#Patch Time!

Cisco squashes critical bugs in small biz switches

10 MAY 2023 NEWS Microsoft Patches Three Zero-Day Bugs This Month

GitLab releases emergency security patch, tells users to update immediately

 

#Tech and #Tools

Clever ‘File Archiver In The Browser’ phishing trick uses ZIP domains

Emby shuts down user media servers hacked in recent attack

Predator: Looking under the hood of Intellexa’s Android spyware
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This content was created by Kindred Group Security. Please share if you enjoyed!

Kindred Group in brief

Kindred Group is one of the world’s leading online gambling operators with business across

Europe, US and Australia, offering more than 30 million customers across 9 brands a great form

of entertainment in a safe, fair and sustainable environment. The company, which employs

about 2,000 people, is listed on Nasdaq Stockholm Large Cap and is a member of the European

Gaming and Betting Association (EGBA) and founding member of IBIA (Sports Betting Integrity

Association). Kindred Group is audited and certi�ed by eCOGRA for compliance with the 2014

EU Recommendation on Consumer Protection and Responsible Gambling (2014/478/EU). Read

more on www.kindredgroup.com.
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